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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Verschiedene Arten von Insekten sind in der Lage Muster von polarisiertem Licht am
Himmel zu erkennen und diese als Kompass zur räumlichen Orientierung zu nutzen. Bei
Insekten wie der Wüstenheuschrecke Schistocerca gregaria wird das polarisierte
Himmelsmuster über eine spezialisierte Region des Komplexauges, der dorsalen
Randregion (dorsal rim area: DRA), detektiert. Dort befindet sich ein bestimmter Typ von
Fotorezeptoren, der morphologisch und physiologisch spezialisiert ist, polarisiertes Licht
zu detektieren. Obwohl die Sehbahn des polarisierten Lichts im Heuschreckengehirn
bereits intensiv untersucht wurde, ist nur wenig über ihren rezeptiven Eingang, die DRARezeptoren bekannt. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es die Physiologie und die Projektionsmuster
dieser Rezeptoren zu untersuchen und neue Erkenntnisse über die ersten
Verrechnungsschritte polarisierten Lichts zu erhalten. Zu diesem Zweck wurden
elektrophysiologische und immunhistologische Methoden angewendet. Schistocerca
gregaria tritt in zwei Erscheinungsformen (Phasen) auf, die sich morphologisch,
physiologisch und in ihrem Verhalten stark unterscheiden. Zur Aufdeckung möglicher
Unterschiede zwischen diesen Phasen, wurden sowohl gregäre als auch solitäre Tiere
untersucht.
In Kapitel I der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde mit Glasmikroelektroden in einzelne
Fotorezeptorzellen der DRA und des hauptsächlichen Komplexauges eingestochen, um
Rezeptorantworten auf verschiedene Lichtreize aufzuzeichnen. Durch Lichtreize mit
unterschiedlichen, Wellenlängen, Intensitäten und E-Vektororientierungen, wurden die
spektrale Sensitivität, die absolute Lichtsensitivität und die Polarisationssensitivität
dieser Zellen bestimmt. Tracer-Injektionen direkt nach der Ableitung markierten die
Position der Zelle in der Retina der DRA oder des Hauptauges. Einen Überblick über die
allgemeine spektrale Sensitivität in DRA, der dorsalen und ventralen Hälfte des
Hauptauges gaben ERG Ableitungen. Diese Messungen wurden durchgeführt mit
Silberdrähten, eingeführt in die jeweilige Augenregion. Alle Fotorezeptoren in der DRA
reagierten am sensitivsten auf blaues Licht, während im Hauptauge unterschiedliche
spektrale Rezeptortypen gefunden wurden. Dort lag die höchste Sensitivität entweder im
UV, blauen oder im grünen Spektrum. Insbesondere die Rezeptoren die primär auf
blaues Licht reagierten, variierten in ihrer sekundären Sensitivität zu längeren
Wellenlängen. In-situ Hybridisierungsexperimente legen nahe, dass dies durch
Koexpression von blau und grün absorbierenden Opsinen in fünf der insgesamt acht
Fotorezeptoren eines Ommatidiums verursacht wird. Die verbleibenden drei
Rezeptorzellen beinhalteten jeweils nur ein Sehpigment. Mit den vorliegenden Daten
wurde somit die Existenz von fünf Rezeptortypen im Heuschreckenauge bestätigt:
Blaurezeptoren in der DRA, UV, Blau- und Grünrezeptoren, sowie Blau/GrünBreitbandrezeptoren im Hauptauge. Diese Typen wurden sowohl bei gregären, als auch
bei solitären Tieren gefunden. Obwohl diese Rezeptortypen gleichmäßig im Hauptauge
verteilt sind, konnte mit ERG-Ableitungen gezeigt werden, dass eine Verschiebung der
spektralen Sensitivität hin zu längeren Wellenlängen von dorsal zu ventral vorhanden ist.
Diese Verschiebung trat vor allem bei solitären Tieren auf und lässt auf eine
unterschiedliche Spezialisierung des dorsalen und ventralen Auges schließen. DRA und
Hauptauge unterschieden sich in der Form ihrer Rezeptorkennlinien und ihrer absoluten
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Lichtsensitivität. Kennlinien der DRA-Rezeptoren hatten eine signifikant höhere Steigung
als die des Hauptauges. Dies könnte bedeuten, dass sie weniger geeignet sind, um
Helligkeitsunterschiede zu erkennen. DRA-Rezeptoren benötigten stärkere Lichtreize,
um physiologische Antworten zu zeigen, als Rezeptoren im Hauptauge. Das suggeriert,
dass sie im Vergleich weniger lichtsensitiv sind. Wenn allerdings die großen rezeptiven
Felder der DRA-Rezeptoren berücksichtig werden (siehe Kapitel II), dann mag das unter
natürlichen Bedingungen unter freiem Himmel nicht zutreffen. Dort sammeln DRARezeptoren wahrscheinlich bedeutend mehr Photonen, als unter Laborbedingungen,
wodurch ihre absolute Lichtsensitivität erhöht wird. Die Polarisationssensitivität (PS) ist
hoch in der DRA (PS gewöhnlich >4). Alle acht Rezeptoren eines DRA-Ommatidiums
scheinen zum Polarisationssehen beizutragen. Die Polarisationssensitivität im
Hauptauge liegt unterhalb einer Schwelle (PS <4) die als notwendig für
Polarisationssehen betrachtet wird. Durch Markierung der abgeleiteten Zellen mit einem
Tracer, wurde ihre Identität innerhalb des entsprechenden Ommatidiums bestimmt
(Rezeptoren wurden mit R1-8 nummeriert).
In Kapitel II der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden anterograde und retrograde
Massenzellfärbungen, wie auch weitere Einzelzellableitungen durchgeführt, um
Projektionsmuster der Fotorezeptoraxone auf die nachgeschalteten Neuropile Lamina
und Medulla zu bestimmen. Um den physiologischen Datensatz zu vervollständigen,
wurden die rezeptiven Felder einzelner Rezeptoren in der DRA und im Hauptauge
gemessen. Dies geschah durch Bewegung des Perimeters und somit durch
Veränderung des Einfallwinkels des Lichtreizes, während von der jeweiligen Zelle
elektrophysiologisch abgeleitet wurde. Massen- und Einzelzellfärbungen bestätigten,
dass die Position eines DRA-Rezeptors in der DRA-Retina mit der Position der
Axonterminierungen in den dorsalen Randregionen von Lamina und Medulla (DRLA,
DRME) korreliert. Dieses als Retinotopie bezeichnete Prinzip wurde bereits für das
Hauptauge bestätigt. Retinotopie in DRA, DRLA und DRME ist überraschend, da bisher
keinerlei strukturelle Organisation in DRLA und DRME bestätigt werden konnte. Das
Chiasma zwischen Lamina und Medulla invertiert zwar den Verlauf der Axonbündel,
zerstört aber die retinotope Ordnung nicht. Jedes Ommatidium beinhaltet sieben
Rezeptoren, welche nach den Ergebnissen aus Kapitel I als R1-6 und R8 identifiziert
wurden, deren kurze Axone in der DRLA terminieren. Das längere Axon von Rezeptor
R7 läuft durch die DRLA und terminiert in der DRME. Die Morphologie dieser kurzen und
langen visuellen Fasern unterscheidet sich stark. Bis hin zur DRLA sind lange visuelle
Fasern deutlich dicker im Durchmesser, als kurze Fasern. Innerhalb der DRLA sind sie
mit kurzen feinen Verästelungen bedeckt, was Informationsaustausch mit anderen
Neuronen nahe legt. Kurze visuelle Fasern dringen tief in die DRLA ein, reichen aber
scheinbar nicht durch ihre volle Tiefe. Verzweigungen ihrer Endigungen treten
ausschließlich in der inneren proximalen Hälfte des Neuropils auf, haben
unterschiedliche Längen und kontaktieren eventuell andere Neurone über größere
Distanz. Nach Verlassen der DRLA nimmt der Durchmesser von langen visuellen Fasern
abrupt ab und ist vergleichbar mit dem Durchmesser der kurzen Fasern. Das hat
wahrscheinlich Einfluss auf die Weiterleitungsgeschwindigkeit von durch Lichtreiz
verursachten Depolarisationen. Die Endigungen der langen Fasern in der DRME zeigen
Ähnlichkeiten zu denen der kurzen Fasern in der DRLA. Auch im Hauptauge hat
ausschließlich R7 eine lange Faser als Axon. Die Axone aller anderen Rezeptoren
terminieren bereits in der Lamina. Wenn Blau/Grün-Breitbandrezeptoren markiert
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wurden, waren immer R2-3, R5-6 und R8 gemeinsam angefärbt. Dies könnte durch
elektrischer Kopplung erklärt werden. Diese Kopplung lässt zusammen mit der
Breitbandsensitivität dieser Rezeptoren eine erhöhte absolute Lichtsensitivität vermuten
und auf eine Rolle beim Sehen unter schwachen Lichtbedingungen schließen. Die
visuellen Felder von DRA-Rezeptoren sind groß (durchschnittlicher Akzeptanzwinkel:
33°) und decken zusammen fast die gesamte visuelle Hemisphäre oberhalb des
Horizontes der Tiere ab. Vorherige Untersuchungen konnten zeigen, dass die
Polarisationssehbahn auch auf polarisiertes Licht reagiert, das von unterhalb dieses
Horizonts präsentiert wurde. Als logische Schlussfolgerung muss man davon ausgehen,
dass auch das Hauptauge am Polarisationssehen beteiligt ist. Rezeptoren im Hauptauge
haben deutlich kleinere rezeptive Felder (durchschnittlicher Akzeptanzwinkel: 2°), was
notwendig für eine höhere räumliche Auflösung ist.
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SUMMARY
Several insect species are able to detect the pattern of polarized light in the sky and use
it as a compass cue for spatial orientation. In insects like the desert locust Schistocerca
gregaria the sky polarization pattern is detected by a specific area of the compound eye,
the dorsal rim area (DRA). A certain type of photoreceptor cells, which is morphologically
and physiologically specialized to detect polarized light, is located here. Although the
polarization vision pathway in the locust brain has been investigated intensively, little is
known about its receptive site, the DRA photoreceptors. The scope of this work was to
examine the physiology and projection patterns of these receptors and to illuminate the
first processing steps of polarized light vision. To do so electrophysiological and
immunohistological methods were applied. Schistocerca gregaria occurs in two forms of
appearance (phases), which differ strongly in morphology, physiology and behavior. To
clarify possible differences between those phases, gregarious and solitarious animals
were examined.
In chapter I of this work, single photoreceptor cells in the DRA and the main eye of the
locust were penetrated with glass microelectrodes to record receptor responses to
different light stimuli. By applying light stimuli of different wavelengths, intensities and Evector orientations spectral sensitivity, absolute sensitivity and polarization sensitivity of
these cells was determined. A tracer injection immediately after recording marked the
position of the cell in the retina of the DRA and the main eye. An overview of overall
spectral sensitivity in the DRA and the dorsal and ventral half of the main eye is
contributed by ERG recordings using silver wires inserted in the respective eye region.
All photoreceptors of the DRA are most sensitive to blue light. In the main eye, receptor
peak sensitivities were either in the UV, blue or green spectrum. Often the blue peaking
receptors showed a secondary sensitivity to green light. In-situ hybridization experiments
suggest that this is caused by coexpression of blue and green sensitive opsins in five out
of eight photoreceptors per ommatidium. Two of the remaining three receptor cells
contained only green absorbing pigments and one either UV or blue absorbing pigments.
So, the existence of five receptor types in the desert locust eye was confirmed: blue
receptors in the DRA, and UV, blue, green, and blue/green broadband receptors in the
main eye. These types occurred in gregarious as well as in solitarious animals. Even
though these receptor types were distributed evenly in the main eye, ERG recordings
measured a shift in spectral sensitivity toward longer wavelengths from dorsal to ventral.
This shift occurred predominantly in solitarious locusts, suggesting different adaptations
of the dorsal and ventral main eye. Photoreceptors of DRA and the main eye differed in
the shape of their intensity response curves and in their absolute sensitivity. Response
curves of absolute sensitivity in DRA receptors were significantly steeper than those in
main eye receptors and might be less suited to detect differences in brightness levels.
Furthermore, DRA receptors seemed to have a higher threshold to respond to light
stimuli than receptors of the main eye, implying that they have a lower absolute
sensitivity. However, when considering the wide receptive fields of DRA receptors (see
chapter II), this might not be the case under the free sky. Under this free sky conditions,
DRA receptors can be considered to collect more photons than under laboratory
conditions. This would enhance their absolute sensitivity. Polarization sensitivity (PS) is
high (PS values usually >4) in the DRA and all eight receptors of an ommatidium seem
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to contribute to polarization vision. In contrast, polarization sensitivity in the main eye is
below a level that is considered to be sufficient for polarization vision (PS <4), but the
results in chapter II actually imply the contribution of the main eye to polarization vision.
By marking the recorded cells with tracer, their identity within an ommatidium was
clarified (receptors were numbered as R1-8), and it was confirmed that all DRA receptors
have similar characteristics considering spectral, absolute and polarization sensitivity.
In chapter II of this work anterograde and retrograde mass stainings, as well as further
single cell stainings revealed certain projection patterns of photoreceptor axons into the
underlying lamina and medulla of the optic lobe. To complement the set of physiological
data receptive fields of single receptors in DRA and the main eye were measured by
changing the angle of the light stimulus while recording from the cell. Mass and single
cell stainings confirmed that the position of a DRA receptor in the DRA retina
corresponds to the location of its axonal target in the lamina and medulla. Retinotopic
projections, previously demonstrated for the main eye, are also present in DRA receptors
terminating in dorsal rims of the lamina and medulla (DRLA, DRME). This was
surprising, because hitherto no structural organization had been reported for these
neuropils. The chiasma of fiber projections between the DRLA and DRME inverts this
pattern but maintains it. In each DRA ommatidium the photoreceptors identified as R1-6
and R8 in chapter I show axonal projections which terminate in the DRLA. The axon of
receptor R7 projects through the DRLA and continues to terminate in the DRME. The
morphology of these short and long visual fibers differs considerably. Before reaching
the DRLA, long visual fibers are considerably larger in diameter than short visual fibers.
Inside the DRLA they are covered with short side branches indicating the exchange of
information with other neurons. Short visual fibers reach deeply into the DRLA but
apparently never through its full depth. Arborizations of their terminations occur
exclusively in the inner proximal half of the neuropil with various lengths, perhaps
contacting neurons over a greater distance. After leaving the DRLA and proceeding to
the DRME, long visual fibers abruptly decrease in diameter to a similar level as short
visual fibers. This has likely consequences for conduction velocity of light induced
depolarizations within the neuron. Termination sites of the long visual fibers in the DRME
appear similar to those of short visual fibers in the DRLA. In the main eye, as in the DRA,
only R7 is a long visual fiber. All other receptors have short visual fibers terminating in
the lamina. When marking blue/green broadband receptors, R2-3, R5-6 and R8 were
always stained together, possibly due to electrical coupling. This coupling in combination
with the broad spectral sensitivity of these receptors might enhance absolute sensitivity
of these receptors, suggesting a role in vision under low light conditions. Visual fields of
DRA receptors are large (average acceptance angle 33°), altogether covering almost the
whole visual hemisphere above the horizon of the individual locust. Other investigations
reported responses to polarized light presented from below this horizon. It must be
assumed that the main eye contribute to polarization vision as well. Main eye receptors
have much smaller receptive fields (average acceptance angle 2°), which are more
typical for insect eyes and are essential for a high spatial resolution of the eye.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
______________________________________________________________________
ORIENTATION AND COMPASS CUES
In the animal kingdom, a large variety of strategies for spatial orientation has evolved.
One of the more complex navigational mechanisms is the ability to align the direction of
movement in a certain vector to a specific cue. This is the prerequisite for behavior like
compass orientation and path integration (Collett and Collett 2000). Such cues can be
environmental landmarks, wind, the earth’s magnetic field, the light gradients in the sky,
the position of the stars, the sun, or the moon. Many insect species are known to use a
selection of these cues (reviews: Collett 1996, Giurfa and Capaldi 1999, Frost and
Mouritsen 2006, Merlin et al. 2012). However, insects which are known to use the suns
position as navigational cue, had been proven to show elaborate orientation behavior,
even if the sun is out of sight. The only prerequisite was that a small patch of blue sky
was still visible (Santschi 1923, von Frisch 1949), and von Frisch (1949) concluded that
those insects are able to navigate by using a specific celestial light pattern: the pattern of
polarized light.

POLARIZED LIGHT OF THE SKY AS A CELESTIAL COMPASS
In addition to intensity (photon number) and color (wavelength of photons) a ray of light
is also characterized by its polarization (oscillation plane of the photons electric field
vector; E-vector). Direct sunlight contains E-vectors which are oscillating in all possible
orientations perpendicular to the direction of light propagation. When entering the
atmosphere, sun light is scattered by particles in the air. This results in partially linear
polarized light in which some E-vectors occur more often than others. The degree of
polarization in a light ray depends on the scattering angle, the angle between the
incoming and outcoming light rays (Fig.1A).
Measuring the E-vector distribution in the sky shows a pattern which may not be as
accurate as theoretically calculated (Strutt 1871), but is still clearly structured (Brines and
Gould 1982, Pomozi et al. 2001). This pattern consists of concentric circles of E-vector
orientations, with the sun in the center (Fig.1B). The degree of polarization in the sky is
low near the sun and increases till a maximum of up to about 75 % at 90° distance from
the sun (Coulson 1988). In the antisolar half of the sky, the degree of polarization
decreases again. At night similar celestial E-vector patterns can be measured in the
moonlight (Gál et al. 2001). By using polarized light information, even a small patch of
the sky with a fraction of the whole E-vector pattern is sufficient to extrapolate for the
complete circle, its center and therefore the position of the sun or moon.
The polarized light pattern of the sky has been proven to serve as compass cue not only
for bees and ants, but for several insect species, other invertebrates and some
vertebrates (reviews: Horváth and Varjú 2003, Wehner and Labhart 2006, Horváth
2014). Polarized light is detected by insects either in the UV, blue or green spectrum
(review: Labhart and Meyer 1999). Which light spectrum is used, seems to correlate with
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the life style of the insect (UV: diurnal; blue: nocturnal; green: living under the green light
of forest canopies). It has been discussed that there might be specific reasons for an
insect to choose between UV and blue light for polarized light orientation (Herzmann and
Labhart 1989, Barta and Horváth 2004). UV light is considered to be more reliable for
orientation. In this part of the light spectrum, polarization patterns are less likely to
scatter due to atmospheric irregularities like clouds. A disadvantage is the low intensity
of UV light in the sky, but this might not be a limiting factor during bright daylight. In
contrast, polarized light patterns in the blue spectrum are easier disturbed, but light
levels are relatively high during the night. This could enable polarized light orientation at
crepuscular and nocturnal conditions, when UV levels are too low to be detected by the
insect. Often the polarized light compass is combined with other strategies to integrate in
a reliable orientation system, but it is considered to be the main compass cue in at least
some insect species like the desert ant (Wehner and Müller 2006). To detect polarized
light patterns considerable specializations of the insect visual system have evolved.

Fig.1: Polarization of light in the atmosphere and celestial polarization patterns. A: Sun light
entering the atmosphere contains photons with randomly distributed orientations of E-vectors.
When scattered by particles in the atmosphere, some orientations become more frequent. All
photons scattered at 90° from a particle have the same E-vector orientation (100% linear
polarized). The smaller the scatter angle, the smaller is the degree of polarization. Without any
reflection, the light stays unpolarized. B: The pattern of E-vector distribution in the sky. E-vector
orientations form concentric circles in the sky, with the sun in the center. The degree of
polarization increases with increasing distance from the sun with a maximum at 90° and
decreases with further distance. Adapted from Wehner (2001) and Homberg et al. (2011).
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COMPOUND EYES, PHOTORECEPTORS AND E-VECTOR DETECTION
ANATOMY
Compound eyes of insects are an arrangement of numerous single eyes, ommatidia,
each consisting of the same main structures: a distal crystalline cone collecting light,
several pigment cells for protection from scattered light and eight to nine retinula cells,
which are the actual photoreceptors (review: Nilsson and Kelber 2007, see also Fig.2).
The photosensitive sites of the retinula cells are densely packed finger shaped
extensions of the cell membrane, the microvilli, which together are called rhabdomere.
Often, as in locusts (Wilson et al. 1978), the rhabdomeres of the retinula cells touch each
other in the center of the ommatidium, forming a closed rhabdom, which serves as a light
guide.
PHYSIOLOGY
Photoreceptors are photon counters. Photons are detected if they interact with the
photosensitive molecules in the membrane of the microvilli, the rhodopsins. These are
highly selective to certain wavelengths and E-vector orientations. Insect rhodopsins
consist of a UV sensitive chromophore, which is retinal in locusts (Towner et al. 1997),
and an opsin protein that can shift the absorption band to longer wavelengths (Vogt
1987, Chang et al. 1995, Briscoe and Chittka 2001). To what extend the spectral
sensitivity is shifted depends on the opsin’s amino acid sequence, but can also be
influenced by the presence of screening pigments of the ommatidium. Absorption of a
photon by a rhodopsin molecule starts a transduction cascade causing an increased
membrane conductivity for certain ions, and eventually a neuronal photoreceptor
response (review: Fain et al. 2010).
Insect retinula cells code information of a light stimulus with graded potential changes
(Fig.3). The physiological response is a depolarization of the generally negative
intracellular potential, called receptor potential. The amount of absorbed photons directly
influences the amplitudes of depolarization. The response to a longer lasting light
stimulus is a rapid and strong depolarization caused by an inward current of sodium and
calcium ions, directly followed by fast repolarization due to a delayed outward current of
potassium (as demonstrated in fruit flies and honey bees: Hardie 1991, Weckström et al.
1991, Becker and Backhaus 2000). If the light stimulus lasts long enough, a potential
plateau is achieved when ions currents are even. The relation between the number of
absorbed photons and the receptor potential amplitudes is not linear. In fact,
photoreceptor response curves are shaped sigmoidally. This is the result of a
mechanism that maximizes the receptors ability to discriminate brightness levels of a
wide range of light intensities.
ADAPTATIONS FOR THE DETECTION OF POLARIZED LIGHT
Insect compound eyes are well known to develop specialized regions for a variety of
tasks. In behavioral experiments, in which certain parts of the eye were occluded, a
distinct area at the dorsal rim of the eyes has been found to be essential for the detection
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Fig.2: Structure and anatomy of the dorsal rim area of the desert locust and its ommatidia. A:
Dorsal view on the locust’s head. The dark brown elliptical regions of cornea (marked with white
dashed box in the left eye) are the specialized dorsal rim areas of the compound eyes. B:
Horizontal section through the locust’s compound eye, in the region marked in A by the white
dotted box. The dorsal rim area is located right to a wall of brownish screening pigment. The light
blue, almost clear patches are the microvilli, surrounded by the slightly darker cell bodies of the
corresponding retinula cells, forming the ommatidia (marked by white dashed box). Located left to
the pigment wall is the main eye. Blue patches are the retinula cells. Microvilli regions are so
small that they are hardly recognizable at this magnification. Dark blue patches are the crystalline
cones of the ommatidia. C: Transverse drawing of a dorsal rim area ommatidium as marked in B
by the white dashed square. The microvilli of the eight retinula cells build the rhabdom. The
retinula cells can be divided in two groups, each with blocks of microvilli orientations orthogonal to
each other (indicated by black lines) One group consists of retinula cells numbered as R1-6 and
R8. The other group consists of only R7. D: Longitudinal drawing of a dorsal rim ommatidium.
Scale bar in C indicates 4 µm, in D 100 µm. Orientations indicated by arrows (l: lateral, p:
posterior). C and D adapted from Homberg and Paech (2002).

of polarized skylight (bee: Wehner and Strasser 1985, fly: von Philipsborn and Labhart
1990, ant: Fent 1985, locust: Mappes and Homberg 2004). Similar dorsal rim areas
(DRA) occur in several other insect species (review: Labhart and Meyer 1999). Cornea
structures and photoreceptor anatomy and physiology of these areas are highly
specialized, contributing to the detection of polarized light.
Due to its dichroic character, a rhodopsin molecule preferably absorbs light with Evectors oscillating parallel to the longitudinal axis of its retinal chromophore. Geometrical
arguments cause the rhodopsins to be aligned in a relatively parallel manner, in the
cylindrically shaped microvilli. This way a certain intrinsic polarization sensitivity is
present in each single microvillus. However, microvilli of the main eye are arranged
relatively random, thus weakening the detection of a certain E-vector by the receptor cell.
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Fig.3: Electrophysiology of the insect photoreceptor.
The photoreceptor responds to light stimuli with a
graded depolarization of the receptor cell potential
(receptor potential). The amplitude of the response
increases with increasing light intensity. Above a
certain light intensity and stimulus duration, the
response changes from a tonic to a phasic tonic type.
Lines show changes in membrane potential in a single
desert locust photoreceptor of the main eye. The
wavelength of the light stimuli is 530 nm, which
matches the peak sensitivity of this receptor cell.
9
-2
-1
Stimulus intensity: 3.59 x 10 photons cm s (light
11
-2 -1
13
gray), 3.59 x 10 photons cm s (gray), 2.85 x 10
-2 -1
photons cm s (black). The green bar indicates the
stimulus duration.

In contrast, microvilli axes in dorsal rim area retinula cells are arranged parallel to each
other (review: Roberts et al. 2011). Parallel alignment of rhodopsins and microvilli
enables a receptor cell to preferably detect light of a specific E-vector.
Usually two blocks of retinula cells occur in a dorsal rim ommatidium, resulting in two
perpendicular orientations of microvilli (Labhart and Meyer 1999, see also Fig.2). In
accordance, two E-vector orientations are detected, which are orthogonal to each other
(further explanation in the next paragraphs). Furthermore, the microvilli orientations are
distributed in a fan shaped manner over the whole DRA, thus E-vectors of all orientations
can be detected.
To minimize self screening, which stands for the scatter of E-vectors when light passes
cellular tissue, rhabdoms in the dorsal rim area are often shorter compared to the main
eye (e.g. Homberg and Peach 2002). In contrast, rhabdom diameters are larger,
crystalline cones are not surrounded by pigment cells and in some cases the facets
possess corneal pores, all of which are specializations to widen the receptive field and to
maximize the number of collected photons. In the case of the locust, the cornea of the
dorsal rim area is also flattened, indicating a relatively homogeneous visual field
(Homberg and Peach 2002).

VISUAL PATHWAYS OF THE DESERT LOCUST, SCHISTOCERCA GREGARIA
Axons from photoreceptors of the main retina extend proximally through the optic lobe as
so called short and long visual fibers. They target the two first main stations of visual
processing: lamina and medulla. Both are neuropils of the insect optic lobe,
predominantly consisting of neurites of interneurons. The corresponding cell bodies are
located around the neuropils.
In the insect lamina retinula cell axons originating from the same ommatidia enter as
bundles, thus forming so-called optic cartridges (Kirschfeld 1973). The position of such a
cartridge in the lamina resembles the position of the associated ommatidium in the
retina, a principle called retinotopy (Fig.4). Interneurons of the locust's lamina can be
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Fig.4: The principle of retinotopy. All photoreceptor visual fibers
originating from one ommatidium project as a bundle (indicated by
grey arrows) to a corresponding cartridge in the lamina and to
columnar structures in the medulla. The result is that fiber location
within the neuropils is strongly related to position of the
corresponding ommatidum in the retina. This pattern is maintained,
even though the bundles cross each other between lamina and
medulla in an optic chiasma, reversing anterior and posterior
positions. Adapted from Laughlin (1987).

either restricted to a single cartridge, connecting retinula axons from a single
ommatidium, or arborize through neighboring cartridges, most likely gathering and
processing information arriving from several ommatidia (Nowel and Shelton 1981,
Wernitznig et al. 2015). Other interneuron types only branch in the proximal half of the
lamina, implying further specific connection patterns. An important role for spatial and
temporal resolution has been suggested for the insect lamina (Warrant 1999).
As in other insect species, the locust medulla is the termination site of the long visual
fibers and is differentiated in ten distinct layers (Wendt and Homberg 1992, Gebhardt
and Homberg 2004, Homberg et al. 2004). Several neuron types, originating in the
lamina, send their axons into this neuropil (Nowel and Shelton 1981), and further
connections between lamina and medulla have been confirmed as well (e.g. Homberg
and Würden 1997). As the second visual neuropil, the medulla is quite complex with a
high variety of different structures and cells (review: Homberg 1994). The lamina
Fig.5: E-vector detection in an insect
photoreceptor. A: A retinal molecule,
embedded in the structure of an
opsin, preferably absorbs photons
with an E-vector oscillating in the
same direction as the retinals
longitudinal axis. B: In the microvilli of
dorsal rim area photoreceptors,
opsins are aligned parallel to each
other (indicated by arrows). C:
Parallel arrangement of all microvilli
of a retinula cell sustains this
orientation. Thus, the photoreceptor
cell detects predominantly light with
one specific E-vector orientation
parallel to the microvilli. Scale bar in
B: 50 nm. Adapted from Wehner
(1976) and Hargrave (2001).
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cartridge structure and therefore retinotopy is continued in columnar units, even though a
chiasma is inverting the projecting sites in horizontal orientation (review: Strausfeld
2005). A considerable convergence of visual information was shown in certain
interneurons of this neuropil (O'Carroll et al. 1992), and the medulla has been considered
to be the first station for movement detection (Osorio 1986a, 1987, 1991) and color
coding (Osorio 1986b).
THE POLARIZATION VISION PATHWAY
Like bees, ants and crickets, desert locusts have evolved a highly specialized neuronal
pathway for the processing of polarized light information (review: Homberg 2004,
Homberg et al. 2011, el Jundi et al. 2014, see Fig.6). Short and long visual fibers from
the DRA target the dorsal rim regions of the lamina and medulla (DRLA, DRME;
Homberg and Paech 2002). These neuropil regions strongly differ from the main lamina
and medulla, showing no obvious layer structure (Gebhardt and Homberg 2004,
Homberg et al. 2004). A particular neuronal pathway, running from the DRLA and DRME
toward the central brain, is involved in polarized light signaling (red neuropils in Fig.6).
Important elements of this pathway are line tangential interneurons, also called
transmedulla neurons. These neurons connect the DRME with the lower unit of the

Fig.6: Neuronal pathways for the process of polarized light information in the brain of the desert
locust. Schematic drawing of a desert locust brain. Marked are two different pathways (red and
green arrows) contributing either to the processing of polarized or unpolarized light information, or
to time compensation of such information. An anterior polarization pathway (red) consists of short
and long visual fibers, entering the dorsal rim areas of lamina and medulla (DRLA, DRME) in the
optic lobe. From there, line tangential / transmedulla neurons target the anterior lobes ventral
layer in the lobula (ALO). Further connections include the lower unit of the anterior optic tubercle
(AOTU), the medial (MBU) and lateral (LBU) bulb and the lower division of the central body (CBL).
The pathway proceeds to the protocerebral bridge (PB) and again into the lateral accessory lobe
(LAL). A second proposed pathway (green) connects the accessory medulla (AME) to the
posterior optic tubercle (POTU) and protocerebral bridge (PB). It most likely contributes to time
compensation of visual information. Scale bar: 200 µm. Adapted and modified from Pfeiffer and
Homberg (2014).
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anterior optic tubercle, run vertically through the medulla and also have small
arborizations in the ventral layer of the lobula (Homberg et al. 2003). From the anterior
optic tubercle polarized light signals are transferred to the lateral accessory lobe via
interneurons and, finally, to the central body and protocerebral bridge, both major
neuropils in the central brain (Homberg 1994, Müller et al. 1997, Homberg et al. 2003).
The central body is part of the central complex, a set of central brain neuropils, which
play an important role in locomotor control, spatial orientation, visual memory and
polarization vision (review: Pfeiffer and Homberg 2014). In addition, a second more
posterior located polarized light pathway to the central complex has been suggested (el
Jundi and Homberg 2010, green neuropils in Fig.6). The optic tubercles from both brain
hemispheres are connected with each other (Homberg et al. 2003), implying integration
of information from both compound eyes.
NEURONAL E-VECTOR CODING
Like photoreceptors of the DRA, polarized-light sensitive interneurons in the optic lobe
respond with different strength to certain E-vector orientations. There are two types of
interneuronal responses to different E-vectors. A neuron can be excited strongly by a
certain E-vector and excited weakly by an E-vector in perpendicular orientation (Fig.7
upper panel), or the neuron is excited by one E-vector and inhibited by the perpendicular
one (Fig.7 lower panel). Both mechanisms result in a sinusoidal modulation of the
neurons activity, when the E-vector orientation rotates, and there is 90° distance
between the maximum and minimum activity.

Fig.7:
The
principle
of
polarization opponency. The
dorsal rim area photoreceptors
and interneurons of the
polarization vision pathway
respond to a gradually rotating
E-vector
with
sinusoidal
modulation of their response
strength. In the case of
photoreceptors and several
interneurons, only excitation
occurs (upper graph). In many
other interneurons of the
polarization vision pathway,
phases of excitation and inhibition occur (lower graph, polarization opponency). Considered as the
basis of polarization opponency is the antagonistic input from the two orthogonal microvilli blocks
in the dorsal rim area ommatida (left drawing). If excited by adequate polarized light, one block
(block 1) inhibits the following interneuron. Orthogonal polarized light excites the other block (block
2), with the effect that the interneuron is excited as well. In the latter case, an additional
interneuron has to be postulated, which reverses the actual inhibitory effect of the photoreceptor’s
transmitter to an excitatory effect. Adapted from Labhart (1988).
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The latter mechanism is called polarization opponency (review: Labhart et al. 2001).
Orthogonal microvilli orientation in the DRA ommatidia is considered to be the basis of
polarization opponency. Two groups of photoreceptors provide either inhibitory or
excitatory input to the subsequent interneurons (Fig.7 left). Summed up, two major
advantages arise through this coding of information: (1) the interneuron’s sensitivity to a
specific E-vector is enhanced, and (2) the interneuron is hereby responding solely to
changes in E-vector orientation and not to light intensities, as on photoreceptors level.
The two mechanisms of simple modulation of neuron activity and of polarization
opponency occur in locust interneurons of the medulla, optic tubercle and central
complex (Homberg and Würden 1997, Pfeiffer et al. 2005, Vitzthum et al. 2002).
Interestingly, in the desert locust central complex a population of neurons has been
identified with a variety of preferred E-vectors, covering orientations from 0° to 180°.
Thereby a neuronal map of celestial polarization patterns might be provided (Vitzthum et
al. 2002, Heinze and Homberg 2007, 2009, Bech et al. 2014).
Finally, it should be mentioned that the celestial E-vector patterns change gradually over
the day due to the moving sun. A temporal compensation of these changes is suspected
to happen in the accessory medulla, a neuropil considered to be associated to insect
circadian rhythms (reviews Helfrich-Förster et al. 1998, Homberg et al. 2003b). In the
desert locust, the accessory medulla is connected to stations of the polarized light
pathway, strongly implying its significance for polarization vision (Würden and Homberg
1997, el Jundi and Homberg 2010).

MIGRATORY BEHAVIOR IN THE DESERT LOCUST AND THE RELEVANCE OF
POLARIZED LIGHT VISION
Swarms of the desert locust Schistocerca gregaria are a well known, large scale
phenomenon in North Africa and the Middle East (review van Huis 1995). Usually,
migrating swarms consist of several million individuals of animals in their gregarious
phase. This gregarious phase develops from a normally solitarious phase when
environmental conditions cause stronger spatial concentration of existing locust
populations (Pener 1983, 1991, Collett et al. 1998) via pheromones, mechanical and
even visual stimuli (Deng et al. 1996, Roessingh et al. 1998, Hägele and Simpson 2000,
Simpson et al. 2001).
Solitarious locusts are larger and have a more cryptic appearance than gregarious
individuals (Sword 1999, Wilson 2000, De Loof et al. 2010, see also Fig.8). Further
differences concern numerous physiological factors (Pener and Yerushalim 1998,
Rogers et al. 2004, Pener and Simpson 2009). Phase dependent differences include
substantially larger brains (Ott and Rogers 2010) but smaller eyes (Dirsh 1953, Rogers
et al. 2010) in gregarious compared to solitarious animals. An altered physiology of
visual interneurons has been demonstrated as well (Matheson 2004, Gaten 2012).
However, most striking are the differences in the behavioral activity patterns.
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Fig.8: The two phases of the desert locust. The diurnal gregarious phase is easily recognized by
its relatively bright brownish-yellowish body color, while the nocturnal solitarious phase is darker
with a brownish-greenish shade. Gregarious locusts are also smaller in body size than their
solitarious counterparts. Both animals shown are males. Adapted from De Loof et al. (2010).

The gregarious phase is mainly diurnal and shows strong flight activity during the second
half of the day (overview in Symmons and Cressman 2001). This, combined with the
crowding behavior of gregarious locusts, leads to large flying swarms. In contrast,
solitarious locusts are generally nocturnal (Rao 1960, Roffey 1963, Roffey and Popov
1968, Ely et al. 2011). They react repulsively to other locusts (Wiesel et al. 1996) and
spend most time of the day resting isolated on the ground or in bushes (Steedman
1988).
Swarms of gregarious locusts perform long-range migration of up to 100 km per day
(Symmons 1992) and even marching bands on the ground walk in a definite direction
(Uvarov 1977). Swarming behavior and long range migration of solitarious locusts during
the night has been reported as well, but has been studied only sparsely (Rao 1936, Rao
1942, Rao 1960, Waloff 1963, Roffey 1963).
The direction of swarm migration often follows seasonal winds downstream (Rainey
1976), thus causing the nickname “teeth of wind”. Furthermore, it has been argued that
wind is the main factor for swarm movements (Draper 1980). Nevertheless, compass
cues like the sun, chromatic gradients in the sky, polarized sky light or even magnetic
fields have been discussed as well (Kennedy 1945, 1951, Schaefer 1976, Baker 1978,
Riley and Reynolds 1986, Pfeiffer and Homberg 2007, el Jundi et al. 2014). In particular
the relevance of polarized light in orientation behavior has been demonstrated under
laboratory conditions in flying adult locusts (Mappes and Homberg 2004) and in walking
nymphs (Eggers and Weber 1993). DRAs occur in both phases and in their larval stages,
and the highly differentiated polarization vision pathway (discussed above) seems not to
differ between gregarious and solitarious animals (el Jundi and Homberg 2012).
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EXAMINATION OF THE DRA
ADAPTATION OF THE DRA TO NOCTURNAL LIGHT CONDITIONS
Depending on its phase, Schistocerca gregaria can be considered as diurnal, or as
nocturnal. Its dorsal rim area exclusively contains blue receptors and all of them seem to
contribute to the polarization pathway (Schmeling et al. 2014). Detecting polarized light
in the blue spectrum of the sky is widely considered to be an adaptation for nocturnal
light conditions (Herzmann and Labhart 1989). Because low light levels might become a
limiting factor at night, it also seems reasonable that as many photoreceptors as possible
contribute to collect photons. In contrast, the DRAs of some diurnal insects, like honey
bees and ants, also contain additional green receptors, which seem not to contribute to
polarization vision (Labhart 1980, 1986).
In the desert locust, DRA photoreceptors started to respond at a threshold of about 4.9 x
109 photons cm-2s-1 in the blue spectrum (Schmeling et al. 2014), but actual light
intensities at sunrise or at night do not reach this level (Johnsen et al. 2006, see also
Fig.12). However, as discussed in Schmeling et al. (2014, 2015), locust DRA
photoreceptors are probably more sensitive than implied by the laboratory experiments.
Considering the large angular sensitivity of DRA receptors, a factor calculated in
Schmeling et al. (2015) was applied to the receptor response curves in Fig.10. In this
case the receptors response threshold is at about 107 photons cm-2s-1.
When the sun is closely below the horizon or during full moon, light levels in the blue
spectrum are still above the light level of 107 photons cm-2s-1 (Johnsen et al. 2006, see
also Fig.12) and thereby above the calculated threshold of desert locust photoreceptors.
In conclusion, spectral and absolute sensitivity of the locust DRA appear to be
adequately adapted to light conditions at night, perhaps to detect the polarized light of
the moon. This is the case in both locust phases, even though only one phase is
nocturnal (for further discussion see later paragraph).
NEURONAL CODING WITHIN THE DORSAL RIM OF LAMINA AND MEDULLA
There are two ways E-vectors can be coded at interneuron level. Either by simply
modulating the response strength depending on the perceived E-vector orientation, like
in DRA photoreceptors, or the neuron can respond with polarization opponency (see
Fig.7). Whether the later already exists at level of the DRLA or whether it is established
in the DRME is not clear.
The prerequisite of polarization opponency is an antagonistic interaction of signals from
photoreceptors with orthogonal microvilli orientations coding for perpendicular E-vectors.
In the desert locust this E-vector information is proceeded either by short or long visual
fibers. A direct interaction of these fibers to cause polarization opponency is unlikely,
since insect photoreceptors, in general, seem to use histamin as neurotransmitter, which
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has an inhibitory effect (Hardie 1987, 1989, Nässel 1999, Gebhardt and Homberg 2004).
To provide the excitatory signals, which are essential for polarization opponency,
additional interneurons would be required to invert the otherwise exclusively inhibitory
signals from either the short or long visual fibers.
The first stage at which such interneurons could occur is the DRLA. Both, long and short
visual fibers have arborizations in the DRLA, but it is noteworthy that they are not
completely overlapping. The main axons of the long visual fibers pass through the DRLA
and posses fine arborizations over the whole depth of the neuropil, while the
arborizations of the R1-6 and R8 short visual fiber terminations in this neuropil are mainly
restricted to the proximal region of the DRLA (Schmeling et al. 2015). These incongruent
arborization patterns could indicate that the two fiber types are not exchanging
information in this neuropil. In the locust main eye there are types of monopolar cells with
arborizations basically congruent to either short or long visual fibers of the DRLA (Nowel
and Shelton 1981, see also Fig.13). It is possible that similar monopolar cell types are
present in the DRLA as well. A likely hypothesis is that inhibitory signals of the short
visual fibers are inverted by such monopolar cells connecting the DRLA and DRME. In
the DRME, this information could be combined with the still inhibitory signals of long
visual fibers and could cause polarization opponency is another subsequent interneurons
of the DRME. One reason why the DRME is highly suspected to be the first neuronal
stage with polarization opponency is the fact that in crickets the first interneurons
showing polarization opponency are the so called POL-1 neurons which receive direct
input in the DMRE (review: Labhart et al. 2001). A similar situation compared to the
cricket might be assumed in the desert locust.
DEVELOPMENT AND POSSIBLE PURPOSE OF RETINOTOPY
In insect main eyes, photoreceptors generally project in a retinotopic pattern into the
optic lobe. Receptor terminations of long and short visual fibers are arranged retinotopic
as well in the DRLE and DRME (Schmeling et al. 2015). This is surprising because these
neuropils appear unstructured (Homberg and Paech 2002), unlike the clearly structured
lamina and medulla of the main eye (Nowel and Shelton 1981, Wendt and Homberg
1992, Gebhardt and Homberg 2004, Homberg et al. 2004). Several mechanisms are
known to develop such topographic patterns as found in the main retina, lamina and
medulla. They involve molecule gradients and cell surface molecules (Dearborn et al.
2002, Luo and Flanagan 2007). In particular in the case of photoreceptors, new growing
axons simply follow the projection of their already existing neighbors (Luo and Flanagan
2007). During the postembryonic development of the hemimetabolous desert locust, this
topography is maintained by the fact that new ommatidia are proliferated at the anterior
margin of the eye, and the lamina seems to grow in a similar way (Anderson 1978a,
1978b). It can be assumed that the same mechanisms are present in the development of
the DRA, DRLA and DRME.
Topographic arrangement of neurons has the general advantage that subsequent
neurons, on which information converges, can be held simple in their arborizations.
However, topographic organization also seems to play a role in processing of information
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Fig.9: Similarities between microvilli orientations in the dorsal rim area
and E-vector tuning in interneurons of the central complex. The fanshaped distribution of microvilli orientations in the dorsal rim area shows
general similarity to preferred E-vector orientations of TB1 neurons which
connect the posterior optic tubercle and the protocerebral bridge.
However, it has to be pointed out that the microvilli distribution is not
exactly as precise as the E-vector tuning in the protocerebral bridge. A:
Possible retinotopic pathway from dorsal rim area throughout dorsal rim
lamina and dorsal rim medulla via proposed connections toward posterior
optic tubercle and protocerebral bridge. A schematic drawing of the dorsal rim area of the left eye
is shown, with the orthogonal microvillar orientations of the single ommatidia indicated by the Tshaped symbols. Microvilli orientations which illustrate the fan-shaped distribution are highlighted
blue. Black arrowheads indicate the preferred E-vector orientations of TB1 neurons which
innervate the eight columns in a half of the protocerebral bridge. Dorsal rim area (histological
drawing), dorsal rim medulla (3D reconstruction) and protocerebral bridge (schematic drawing)
are not in scale but in correct orientation to each other. Dorsal view in all cases. B: Microvilli
orientations, demonstrating the fan shaped distribution in the dorsal rim area, show strong
similarity with the preferred E-vector tuning in TB1 neurons. Orientations are indicated by arrows
(a: anterior, l: lateral). DRA: dorsal rim area, DRLA: dorsal rim lamina, DRME: dorsal rim medulla,
POTU: posterior optic tubercle, PB: protocerebral bridge. Adapted from Homberg (2004) and
modified from the data set of Kurylas et al. (2008).

in higher brain regions. Neuropils of the posterior polarization pathway, namely the
posterior optic tubercle and the protocerebral bridge, are structured topographically in a
way comparable to the DRA, DRLA and DRME (Beetz et al. 2015, Heinze and Homberg
2007).
The similarities are the following: Photoreceptor microvilli orientations are distributed in a
fan-shaped manner over the DRA (Fig.9). Therefore, orientations of the detected Evectors rotate accordingly over the length of the DRA. Due to retinotopic projections, this
spatial pattern of E-vector tuning is maintained in the DRLA and DRME. A similar
gradual rotation of E-vector tuning occurs in neurons which connect the posterior optic
tubercle and the protocerebral bridge (Heinze and Homberg 2007; Fig.9). The latter is
considered to be an important internal E-vector compass. This pattern of E-vector tuning
is completed by information from further interneurons and the polarotopic map of Evectors is projected on the central body’s upper division in the central complex.
Nevertheless, even though there are similarities in E-vector tuning between neurons in
peripheral and central neuropils of the polarization pathway, it has to be considered that
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the retinotopic pattern appears to be lost in the anterior polarization pathway which is
connecting these neuropils. In particular in tangential neurons of the central bodies lower
division information is no longer proceeded by numerous interneurons which are all
arranged topographically but by few neurons, of which only the diverging arborizations
are arranged topographically (Vitzthum et al. 2002). In this context it might be concluded
that the topographic organization of the posterior optic tubercle and the protocerebral
bridge has evolved secondarily. Little is known about the precise projections of the
posterior polarization pathway and to what extend retinotopy is present in it.
PROCESSING OF E-VECTOR INFORMATION IN INTERNEURONS - AN EXAMPLE
An opportunity to compare the properties of E-vector responses in photoreceptors and
subsequent interneurons is provided by Pfeiffer et al. (2005) and Kinoshita et al. (2007).
Like in the present work they studied intensity response curves and polarization
sensitivity in the desert locust. The focus of both investigations were several types of
interneurons in the anterior optic tubercle, which is part of the anterior polarization
pathway and is considered to be an early relay station for polarized light information
toward the central complex (Homberg et al. 2003). Two of these cell types, lobula
tubercle neurons (LoTu1) and tubercle-tubercle neurons (TuTu1), respond to polarized
light and will be discussed here.
In Fig.10, intensity response curves of LoTu1, TuTu1 and DRA photoreceptors are
compared. Considering the large visual fields of DRA receptors they might be actually
more sensitive under the free sky than measured in laboratory experiments and the
same might be true for the discussed interneurons (Schmeling et al. 2015). Therefore the
curves in Fig.10 are shifted accordingly by a factor calculated in Schmeling et al. (2015).
However, it has to be pointed out that information from numerous DRA photoreceptors
are likely to integrate on single interneurons, as discussed for crickets (Labhart et al.
2001). Thus light sensitivity of the pathway might be enhanced even further.
Both neuron types show specific background activities, which is a certain rate of action
potentials that can be measured, even if no light stimulus is applied. Considering the
sensitivity shift mentioned above, DRA photoreceptors, as well as LoTu1 and TuTu1
interneurons have their threshold of absolute light sensitivity at roughly 107 photons cm2 -1
s . As discussed above, this is sensitive enough for nocturnal light conditions.
Even though the thresholds of DRA receptors. LoTu1 and TuTu1 are similar, the two
later interneurons reach saturation at about 109 photons cm-2s-1, and by this at much
lower intensities than the photoreceptors. This is mainly caused by the interneurons high
background activities. Logically a saturated receptor cannot distinguish between light
intensities above its saturation level. Light intensities during the day strongly exceed the
light levels necessary for saturation in the here discussed neurons (see fig. 12). In
conclusion, this observation underlines that information about light intensity is basically
lost in the polarization vision pathway and only spectral and polarized information remain
to be processed. Only at the low light levels during night saturation in the polarization
pathway diminishes. Projection patterns of the LoTu1 neurons reach to the tubercles but
also to the lobula, where they could be connected to the DRME via medulla tangential
neurons (Homberg and Würden 1997). Arborizations of the TuTu1 neurons are only
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found in the two tubercles. LoTu1 neurons could resemble a more peripheral part of the
polarization pathway and the TuTu1 neurons a more central part. Therefore it appears
that the loss of information about light intensity increases from the periphery of the
posterior polarization pathway to its central stations.
However, a confusing fact is that LoTu1 interneurons are actually maximally excited by
unpolarized light instead of polarized light and are inhibited at very high light intensities.
They also show no polarization opponency. The prerequisite of polarization opponency is
the antagonistic interaction of the two microvillar orientations in a DRA ommatidium. Its
absence might imply that information from only one retinula cell block of an ommatidium
is used here (either R7 or R1-6 and R8, see Schmeling et al. 2014, 2015). The strong
response to unpolarized light implies input from the main eye, possible from the line
tangential neurons. These connect the DRME with the anterior optic lobes, some
showing polarization opponency and some do not (el Jundi et al. 2011). These
interneurons run through the medulla where spectral and polarized light information
could be collected.

Fig.10: Comparison of V-logI curves and of arborization patterns between DRA photoreceptors
and two interneuron types in the polarization pathway of the desert locust. The intensity response
curve (V-logI) of DRA receptors is calculated from electrophysiological measurements in
gregarious locusts (Schmeling et al. 2014). Because the visual field of DRA receptors is about
180 times larger than that of receptors of the main eye, the curve was shifted correspondingly to
lower light intensities (Schmeling et al. 2015). Interneuron data are averaged measurements from
the anterior optic tubercle (Kinoshita et al. 2007) and are shifted like the photoreceptor curve. It
must be pointed out that measurements from receptors were performed with unpolarized light,
while interneurons were stimulated with polarized light. Therefore the receptors might be even
more sensitive (discussed in Schmeling et al. 2014). LoTu1 neurons connect the two posterior
optic tubercle (POTU) but also the ventral layer of the anterior optic lobes (ALO). TuTu1 neurons
only connect the POTU. Physiological and anatomical information adapted and changed from
Pfeiffer et al. (2005) and Kinoshita et al. (2007). Scale bar indicates 200 µm.
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Even though TuTu1 interneurons are located more distantly to the DRME, they are
maximally excited by polarized light of a preferred E-vector and show polarization
opponency. A mechanism considered to be directly linked to the interactions of DRA
photoreceptors and their subsequent interneurons.
What functions it serves that the one interneuron type shows polarization opponency and
the other does not remains unclear.
POTENTIAL PARTICIPATION OF THE MAIN EYE IN POLARIZATION VISION
LoTu1 und TuTu1 neurons are sensitive to UV and green light stimuli, although
polarization vision in the locust is considered to rely exclusively on blue receptors of the
DRA. The obvious assumption is that there is input from the main eye. Only there,
additional UV and green sensitive receptors do occur (Schmeling et al. 2014). An
integration of visual signals from the DRA and main eye likely occurs in polarization
sensitive medulla tangential neurons. Most of these neurons have ramifications in layer 4
of the medulla but two types, TML1 and MeMe2, also arborize in layer 3 (el Jundi and
Homberg 2010, el Jundi et al. 2011). All long visual fibers from the main eye terminate in
medulla layer 3 (Schmeling et al. 2015). In conclusion medulla layer 3 might be the first
station in which information from the main eye and the DRA are combined.
An influence of the locust main eye to polarization vision is also suggested by the fact
that sensitivity to ventrally applied polarized light has been demonstrated (Shashar et al.
2005, el Jundi and Homberg 2010, Beetz 2013). The locust DRA has a visual field
limited to signals above the horizon of the animal (Schmeling et al. 2015) and, therefore,
cannot contribute to ventral polarization vision. In flies responses to ventrally polarized
light are indeed mediated by the main eye (Wernet et al. 2012). The authors suggest that
convergence of a high number of weak polarized light analyzers in the main eye allows
for adequate detection of E-vector patterns outside the range of the flies DRA. All insect
photoreceptors are weakly polarization sensitive as demonstrated for the desert locust
main eye (Schmeling et al. 2014). Because microvilli are not arranged in orthogonal
blocks in the ommatidia of the main eye, polarization opponency is unlikely to be found in
this part of the vision pathway.
Ventral polarization sensitivity in insects is mainly associated with the detection of water
surfaces, often to find an adequate habitat to lay eggs (e.g. Wildermuth, 1998). Whether
the detection of water plays any role for the desert locust, for instance as an indicator of
suitable feeding area, is unclear.
POLARIZATION VISION IN THE TWO LOCUST PHASES
Neither this work nor the study by el Jundi and Homberg (2010) found differences in
anatomical or physiological features of the polarization vision pathway between
gregarious and solitarious desert locusts. This is remarkable, since the two phases
strongly differ in their behavior and the light conditions they are exposed to. Even though
polarization vision has been examined mainly in the diurnal gregarious phase, there are
hints that the desert locust polarization vision pathway is actually adapted to nocturnal
conditions and thus to the life style of the solitarious phase.
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As discussed above, during night it is advantageous to detect celestial E-vector patterns
in the blue spectrum. In this spectrum these patterns might be relatively weak, but light
levels, which are likely to be a more critical factor, are relatively high. The DRA of both
phases contains exclusively blue receptors and seems to be adapted to detect lower
light intensities (see paragraphs above). Furthermore, peak activity of solitarious desert
locusts is specifically at dusk (Rao 1960, Roffey 1963, Roffey and Popov 1968, Ely et al.
2011), a time when light conditions are most favorable to detect polarized light. At dusk,
when the sun stands close to the horizon, the percentage of polarized light is at its
maximum, because the highest degree of polarization occurs 90° from the sun. This is
the time when E-vector patterns are at their highest intensities and therefore a more
reliable compass cue than during most of the day.
Hitherto long range migration and the role of polarized light orientation has been linked to
the day active gregarious phase and is considered to be less prominent in the nocturnal
solitarious phase. Why do both phases possess a highly specialized polarization vision
system, and why is this system adapted to light conditions at night? Without providing a
final conclusion, certain considerations can be made.
The importance of polarized light as an orientation cue might be differently weighted in
the two phases. It could be hypothesized that diurnal gregarious locust rely
predominantly on the sun position or chromatic gradients in the sky. In contrast,
solitarious locusts are mainly active after sunrise, when the sun is not visible and the
skies chromatic gradient vanished. Under these conditions polarized skylight might play
a more dominant role for the animals. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that
locust polarization vision has adapted to the most limiting environment both locust
phases are exposed to: that of nocturnal light conditions. And finally, it still has to be
shown whether long range migration actually plays a minor role in solitarious locusts.
Evidence for migratory flights of solitarious locusts is based on field observations, but
has not been rigorously analyzed on a quantitative level (Rao 1936, 1942, 1960, Waloff
1963, Roffey 1963).
THE ROLE OF POLARIZED LIGHT FOR DESERT LOCUST ORIENTATION
The existence of a highly specialized polarization vision system in the desert locust brain
can be considered as confirmed. In laboratory experiments, tethered flying locusts
responded with periodic changes in yaw torque, when illuminated from above through a
slowly rotating polarizer (Mappes and Homberg 2004). This response vanished after
painting the DRAs black, indicating its role in mediating this behavior. Laboratory
experiments also confirmed that sun position and chromatic gradients are integrated in
the polarization vision pathway (Pfeiffer and Homberg 2007, el Jundi et al. 2014).
Despite these investigations, the role of polarized light vision in locust long range
migration is still poorly understood.
In an attempt to understand desert locust migrating behavior, Draper (1980) examined
the data set obtained from a gregarious locust swarm. He claims that any orientations
cues are absent in this case. The only factor influencing locust flight direction would be
the wind current and all deviations from wind direction would be within statistical norms.
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Therefore, flying locust swarms would simply ride on the wind without a specific target.
That locust swarms can follow the current wind direction has also been reported by other
researchers (Haskell et al. 1962, Steedman 1988). It has been argued that flying
downwind saves energy, therefore being favorable. Using this strategy locusts are likely
to be taken to regions where air masses collide, resulting in rainfall and the possibility of
a new sustainable feeding area (Uvarov 1977, van Huis et al. 2007, Simpson and Sword
2008). Actually, several publications addressing locust plague prevention have
acknowledged the importance of wind currents to forecast swarm occurrences (e.g.
Symmons 1992, Showler 2002). Nevertheless, in a review on the desert locust life style,
Symmons and Cressman (2001) argue that migration directions of gregarious swarms
often cannot be explained by wind direction alone. Uvarov (1977) as well points out that
desert locust swarms can maintain flight directions deviating from current wind
directions.
Unlike bees or ants, desert locusts are not aiming for a certain nest or feeding site, but it
seems that regional breeding areas exist. Solitarious locusts migrate between these
areas in a seasonal pattern (Uvarov 1977, Symmons and Cressman 2001). At least
during summer, seasonal winds support these directional migrations, but they might be
not reliable enough for aiming. Due to fluctuations they could be temporally misleading or
be absent for some time. Especially after the summer season locust swarms are leaving
their recent breeding sites clearly flying upwind and are maintaining flight when wind
currents are absent (review: Uvarov 1977, Symmons and Cressman 2001). Therefore
celestial orientation cues would provide necessary stability in navigation.
Desert locusts nymphs do not fly at all and in conclusion wind directions might play a
minor role in this stage. Bands of these nymphs are known to walk in distinct directions,
apparently using a sky compass, and are able to detect polarized light (Kennedy 1951,
Steedman 1988, Eggers and Weber 1993). So, in conclusion, orientation mechanisms
like polarization vision could be more important in larval stages.
Migrating behavior of gregarious swarms does not follow the seasonal patterns
mentioned above. They are not heading toward specific breeding sites, but are
spreading over the boundary of the former inhabited areas (Symmons and Cressman
2001). Therefore, it seems more likely that the solitarious phase is more relying on
compass cues than the gregarious phase. This fits to the impression that spectral and
absolute sensitivity of the DRA appear to be adapted to nocturnal light conditions under
which solitarious locusts are active (see paragraphs above).
In conclusion, polarization vision might be found in all stages and phases of the desert
locust, but could have its major purpose in the solitarious phase.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER POLARIZATION-SENSITIVE INSECT SPECIES
As mentioned above, the biological significance of desert locust orientation behavior is
not fully understood. Therefore it is difficult to make statements about how migration
behavior and accuracy of orientation mechanisms correlate. Honeybees and desert ants,
in contrast, are species in which a highly accurate polarization compass has been
demonstrated. These insect species navigate toward their nest or feeding sites, which
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Fig.11: Receptive fields of DRA mediated polarization vision systems in different insect species.
Because data is only available for different neuronal levels, some considerations have to be taken
into account. (1) The information from the field cricket are found at interneuronal level and
therefore might be considered relatively representative for the whole pathway. (2) It is not clear
whether the whole visual field of the insect DRA is effectively used for E-vector detection.
Therefore the patch of sky used by the monarch butterfly and the desert ants could be smaller
than implied by their DRAs visual fields. In the case of the desert locust the acceptance angle was
chosen for illustration, because the visual field of this parameter shows similarities to that of
polarization-sensitive interneurons (el Jundi and Homberg 2010). Thus it might represent the
effective region of polarization vision. Information drawn from Labhart(1986), Labhart et al. (2001),
Heinze (2014), Schmeling et al. (2015).

are very distinct and commonly small areas. Even small course deviations would make
the insect miss its target.
E-vector based orientation in honey bees relies on sky patches of down to 0.1°, what
covers roughly 2.5% of the sky hemisphere (Zolotov and Frantsevich 1973). Crickets,
detecting polarized light in the blue spectrum, need a patch of at least 1° (Henze and
Labhart 2007). This might illustrate how accurate orientation after polarized light is, when
using UV light. In fact it seem to be so reliable that UV E-vector patterns have been
claimed to be the major orientation cue in the desert ant (Wehner and Müller 2006).
DRA size, its receptors angular sensitivity and its overall visual field seem to correlate
positively in several insects species (Labhart 1980, Labhart 1986, Blum and Labhart
2000, Labhart et al. 2001, Stalleicken et al. 2006, Heinze 2014). The large visual fields of
desert locust DRAs, as well as those of its polarization sensitive interneurons (el Jundi
and Homberg 2010, Schmeling et al. 2015), might be considered similar to those in the
cricket. All three parameters named above occur to be linked to the insect’s life style and
the spectrum in which polarized light is detected (Fig.11). Concluding from Fig.11, it
seems that there can be distinguished between diurnal insects detecting polarized light
in the UV over a relatively small part of the sky, and nocturnal insects detecting polarized
light in the blue over a large part of the sky.
What is the reason that diurnal insects seem to generally use smaller parts of the sky for
E-vector based orientation and nocturnal insects larger parts? As discussed above, sky
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patches smaller than a DRAs visual field are still sufficient to detect a celestial E-vector
pattern. Nevertheless, disturbances of this pattern could make it necessary to interpolate
information over a wider part of sky. This way incorrect orientation, possibly caused by a
localized irregularity in the sky, would be avoided. The stronger the disturbances of the
E-vector pattern, the larger the part of the sky over which should be interpolated. Thus,
the small visual fields of DRAs in diurnal insects might be considered sufficient to detect
E-vector patterns in the UV, since there are only few disturbances in this spectrum. In
contrast, nocturnal insects with larger DRA visual fields would have to interpolate over a
wider part of the sky to compensate the unstable patterns of the blue spectrum.
Although detecting E-vector pattern in the UV spectrum has its clear advantages, the
levels of UV light are low during the night and therefore might not be visible, while blue
light levels are comparably high (Johnsen et al. 2006, see also Fig.12). And indeed, in
the diurnal honey bee the light level threshold for polarization vision was measured to be
1010-1011 photons cm-2s-1 in the UV (von Helversen and Edrich 1974). This threshold is
too high for night conditions, but is sufficient for times between sunset and sunrise. The
threshold is much lower in nocturnal crickets and lies here at about 2.5 x 107 photons cm2 -1
s in the blue spectrum (Herzmann and Labhart 1989). As discussed above, desert
locust DRA receptors might have a threshold of about 107 photons cm-2s-1 in the blue
spectrum. Blue light intensity of the night sky is usually above this level. This further
underlines the adaptation of the polarization vision system in nocturnal insects to light
levels at night. Diurnal insects with no such adaption pressure can rely on much lower
absolute sensitivity because during the day light levels are high enough anyway.

THE MAIN EYE
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY
Examinations on opsin expressions, ERGs and intracellular recordings showed that the
main eye of the desert locust contains UV-, blue- and green sensitive photoreceptors
(Schmeling et al. 2014). This is the most common set of spectral types found in insects
(review: Briscoe and Chittka 2001). In contrast to most other insects, a fourth type of
locust photoreceptor was found, containing blue as well as green absorbing opsins. Such
combinations of several opsin types in a single photoreceptor are relatively new findings
and were also confirmed for some other insect species (discussed in Schmeling et al.
2014). In addition, overall spectral sensitivity, measured with ERGs, differed between the
dorsal and ventral half of the locust main eye and between the two phases (Schmeling et
al. 2014). The main trend is that green sensitivity becomes more dominant in the main
eye of solitarious locusts, particularly in the ventral half of the eye. A similar trend of
dorsal eye regions being more sensitive for short wavelengths and ventral eye regions
having additional long wavelength sensitivity is present in some other insects (dragonfly:
Mazokin-Porshniakov 1959, Ruck 1965, Horridge 1969; owlfly: Gogala 1967, Hamdorf et
al. 1971; mayfly: Horridge and McLean 1978).
A gradient of UV versus green sensitivity along the dorsoventral axis of insect eyes has
been discussed in particular in the migratory locust (Osorio 1986). There it was
considered to play a role for body orientation and flight stability through the dorsal light
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response and optomotor responses. UV light appears stronger in the sky compared to
the ground and is thereby perceived mostly by the dorsal eye. According to Osorio
(1986), dorsal UV light is used by the locust to determine up and down. On the other
hand, the ground reflects a relatively high amount of green light, which would be
perceived by the ventral eye. Taking this into account, high green sensitivity of the locust
ventral main eye seems reasonable, since the ground provides structures and objects
necessary for precise optomotor responses. However, spectral receptor types are
distributed randomly in the eye and the shifting spectral sensitivity in the main eye must
be achieved a different way. This could happen either by changes of spectral sensitivity
in the same photoreceptor classes or at later stages of information processing in the
visual pathway. Three mechanisms have been observed in arthropod photoreceptors
that could explain shifts in spectral sensitivity in identical sets of receptor types. (1) It has
been shown that the expression ratio of opsin types within an insect eye can change
over the day, controlled by a circadian clock (Oba and Kainuma 2009, Yan et al. 2014).
In this case absolute sensitivity would be influenced by the current amount of pigments.
In ERGs this would result in shifts of relative spectral sensitivity, as measured in
Schmeling et al. (2014). (2) In the horseshoe crab Limulus the ratio of different opsins,
co-expressed in single photoreceptors, changes in a diurnal rhythm, controlled by a
circadian clock (Katti et al. 2010). (3) Another mechanism does not change the total
amount of expressed opsin within a photoreceptor cell, but transports the visual
pigments in or out of the receptors photosensitive site, the microvilli (Arikawa et al.
1987). A dynamic change in the blue and green opsin ratio in the photosensitive site of
locust broadband photoreceptors could be a way to shift the receptors spectral sensitivity
without influencing its absolute sensitivity.

Fig.12: Composition of skylight compared to the spectral sensitivity of desert locust
photoreceptors. A: Intensity of color spectra in the sky at different times of the day (adapted from
Johnsen et al. 2006). B: Sky color spectra at dusk compared to spectral sensitivity measured in
locust broadband photoreceptors. Light measurements are indicated by a black (Lythgoe 1979)
and grey (Johnsen et al. 2006) line. The grey line resembles the measurement in A, with the sun
10.6° below the horizon. The blue line indicates the averaged spectral sensitivity of blue/green
broadband receptors in the main eye of solitarious locusts (Schmeling et al. 2014). For a better
comparison light intensity curves were adjusted manually to meet the same height as the spectral
sensitivity curve.
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POSSIBLE FUNCTION OF THE SHIFT IN SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY
Overall spectral sensitivity of dorsal eye regions of solitarious locusts are slightly shifted
to longer wavelengths of the blue spectrum. Interestingly, the resulting spectral
sensitivity curve shows strong similarity to the spectral composition of the evening sky
after sunset, not only in wavelength peak, but also in the overall shape of the curve
(Johnsen et al. 2006, Lythgoe 1979, see also Fig.12). Light levels before and after
sunset are low and it is advantageous to be adapted to that part of the spectral skylight
that has still relatively high intensity. These findings fit to the fact that solitarious locusts
start their flight activity just after sunset (Rao 1960, Roffey 1963, Roffey and Popov
1968, Ely et al. 2011). A similar precise adjustment of spectral peak sensitivity is found in
photoreceptors of fireflies, which are perfectly adapted to detect the light flashes of other
fireflies (e.g. Cronin et al. 2000).
ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY OF PHOTORECEPTORS COMPARED TO LIGHT
INTENSITIES AT NIGHT
Light intensities during the evening and at night barely reach 109 photons cm-2s-1, even
under full moon conditions (Johnsen et al. 2006, see also Fig.12). Actual intensity
response curves, measured in the main eye of the desert locust, do not show distinct
photoreceptor responses to light stimuli at this level (Schmeling et al. 2014). This might
imply that the main eye of the desert locust is not sensitive enough for the dim light
conditions during the night. However, several mechanisms can be assumed in the
locust's visual system to increase absolute sensitivity.
As discussed above for DRA receptors, receptive fields strongly influence the number of
photons captured by a receptor and thus the receptor’s light sensitivity. Larger visual
fields lead to higher absolute sensitivity. Receptive fields of photoreceptors measured in
the migratory locust varied in different studies from 1.4° to 6.6° (Tunstall and Horridge
1967, Wilson 1975, Williams 1983) and similar changes could to be present in the desert
locust’s main eye, depending on environmental light conditions. A very likely cause for
this variability is light adaption through moving screening pigments. An endogenous and
perhaps circadian controlled change in locust rhabdom diameter could also influences
absolute sensitivity (Williams 1982). Such diurnal changes in rhabdom size have been
proven for other arthropods as well (review: Blest 1988). Furthermore, in some insects,
concentrations of photopigments in a receptor cell underlie similar daily changes (Isono
et al. 1986, Hariyama and Tsukahara 1992, Oba and Kainuma 2009). Taking these
mechanisms into account, desert locust intensity response curves, as measured in
Schmeling et al. (2014), could vary accordingly to environmental conditions and
circadian rhythms. A daily change in photoreceptor absolute sensitivity has already been
proven in other insects (Bennett 1983, Lall 1993, Kral and Stelzl 1998) and seems to be
present in the desert locust as well (unpublished data of the Prof. Homberg working
group). Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that V/log I functions in solitarious desert
locusts were actually examined during their night period and thus should already be
considered at a more sensitive state. Nevertheless, no significant differences in their
receptor response curves were found compared to gregarious locusts during their day
period.
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An answer to this problem might be the co-expression of blue and green opsins within
five single photoreceptors in each ommatidium (Schmeling et al. 2014). Spectral
sensitivity of the receptor is broadened by this combination of photopigments. The ability
to absorb photons over a broader spectrum increases the total number of detected
photons per receptor. That would result in an overall higher sensitivity. A trade-off would
be the lost ability for color discrimination in these receptors. Because receptor response
curves were measured with monochromatic light, this effect might have been missed in
the experiments of Schmeling et al. (2014).
A further possible mechanism for enhancing total light sensitivity could be receptor
coupling. In the cases in which a blue/green broadband photoreceptor was dye marked
after recording, it appeared that not only one, but all five cells of this type were stained in
the corresponding ommatidium. A possible explanation is electrical coupling, as
discussed in Schmeling et al. (2015). In this case all five cells would work together as a
single receptor with higher absolute sensitivity. The fact that this postulated higher
sensitivity was not measured by Schmeling et al. (2014), could be explained by
convergence of light information on axonal level of the receptor cells. When recording
from the more distal microvillar part of the cell, this increase in sensitivity would be
missed. Shaw et al. (1989) already discussed electrical coupling of fly photoreceptors in
the lamina.
In addition, it is likely that information from several receptors converges at the level of the
lamina. Certain types of locust lamina monopolar cells possess arborizations which
reach towards neighboring cartridges (Nowel and Shelton 1981, Wernitznig et al. 2015,
see also Fig.13), thereby collecting light information from numerous ommatidia.
All of the mechanisms named above could cause an increase in overall light sensitivity of
the locust main eye to an extent which cannot be estimated yet.
THE POSSIBILIY OF AN ACHROMATIC VISUAL PATHWAY IN THE DESERT
LOCUST
Like in humans, a chromatic and an achromatic visual system seem to occur in several
insect species. For instance, under dim light conditions, a green based achromatic vision
replaces the otherwise trichromatic vision in honey bees (Menzel 1981, Giurfa et al.
1996). In the desert locust, a visual pathway with high absolute sensitivity but no color
coding might be represented by the receptors co-expressing opsins absorbing blue and
green light. Possible electrical coupling between these receptors would underline this
function (see former paragraph).
Another noteworthy aspect is the separation of the locust ommatidia into two types with
either one UV- or one blue receptor. It is more common in insects that each ommatidium
contains one UV- and one blue sensitive receptor, both with long visual fibers, and two
green receptors, both with short visual fibers (Zufall et al. 1989, Briscoe et al. 2003,
White et al. 2003, Spaethe and Briscoe 2005). Different types of ommatidia within the
eye have been reported for other insect species (moth: White et al. 2003, bumblebee:
Spaethe and Briscoe 2005, honeybee: Wakakuwa et al. 2005), although the function of
this separation is not always completely clear. In desert locusts, the small number of UV-
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Fig.13: Comparison of short visual fiber terminations with ramifications of interneurons of the
lamina of the desert locust. Stained short visual fibers (svf) of photoreceptor cells R2,3,5,6 and 8
are set in scale with histological drawings of the proposed two morphological types of long visual
fibers (lvf) of photoreceptor cell R7, with lamina monopolar cells 2, 3 and 5 (M2, 3 and 5), and
with lamina centrifugal neuron 2 (C2). Adapted from Nowel and Shelton (1981) and Schmeling et
al. (2015). Scale bar: 20 µm.

and blue receptors in the main eye weakens the chromatic vision, in particular its spatial
resolution, but this might be a necessary trade-off for advanced vision under low light
conditions.
In conclusion, locusts appear to have a chromatic visual system, comprising UV, blue,
and green receptors, and an achromatic system, consisting of receptors co-expressing
blue and green opsins. The chromatic system consists of a relatively small number of
receptors, the achromatic of a higher number. In addition the achromatic system might
enhance absolute sensitivity by electrical coupling of its receptors.
PHOTORECEPTOR TERMINATIONS IN LAMINA AND MEDULLA
In the main eye the only successful stainings of short visual fibers are from broadband
photoreceptors, co-expressing blue and green opsin, and these recpetors were alsways
stained together. However, the numbers of stainings are low, so interpretations have to
be made with caution. Fig.13 shows that the terminations of these receptors are
separated into two bundles with different lengths. One bundle reaches the inner margin
of the lamina, the other barely extends to the proximal third of the neuropil. Interestingly,
there are lamina interneurons, whose anatomy fits quite well to this pattern (Nowel and
Shelton 1981). There are interneurons with arborizations restricted to the proximal part of
the lamina (M5). Such neurons would perceive information solely from the longer of the
short visual fibers. Another type (C2) spreads throughout several lamina cartridges with
fibers running close to the lamina’s inner margin, but shows a single branch reaching
distally. This way information from both visual fiber bundles of one cartridge might be
combined with information of the deeper reaching visual fiber bundles from several
neighboring cartridges. As discussed above, convergence of photoreceptor information
from multiple ommatidia on few subsequent interneurons can be considered a major
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mechanism for adaptation to dim light conditions. However, what functions the different
lengths of the short visual fibers have is not clear, since they proceed the same
broadband color information. Other interneurons (M2 and M3) might rather communicate
with the long visual fibers (lvf1 and 2), implied by their similar arborization patterns
throughout the whole depth of the lamina.
The terminations of the long visual fibers in medulla layer 3 strongly suggest a role of this
layer in color vision. Medulla layer 3 is also innervated by polarization sensitive neurons,
possibly representing the first stage in which color gradients of the sky are processed
with polarization information.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS
In the desert locust, photoreceptor physiology strongly differs between the dorsal rim
area and the main eye, and so do details of photoreceptor morphology and projections
(Fig.14). It appears that dorsal rim area photoreceptors are mainly adapted to detect Evector patterns during the difficult light conditions at night, while the main eyes function is
color vision and a higher spatial resolution. There is also evidence for achromatic vision
in the main eye.
All eight dorsal rim area receptors are highly polarization sensitive, pointing out their role
to detect E-vector patterns of the sky. The fact that all these receptors are exclusively
blue sensitive can be understood as an adaptation to nocturnal light conditions, because
the blue spectrum dominates in the sky during this time. Wide angular sensitivities make
it possible for a single receptor to collect a higher amount of photons compared to
receptors with smaller angular sensitivities, like in the main eye. That might increase
dorsal rim area receptor sensitivity at night. Furthermore, E-vector patterns can be
integrated over a larger region of the sky. This is an advantage, since E-vector patterns
in the blue spectrum are relatively disturbed.
In one dorsal rim area ommatidium microvilli orientations of the receptor cells R1-6 and
R8 are arranged parallel to each other, thus detecting the same E-vector. All these cells
have projections to the dorsal rim lamina. Receptor cell R7 has microvilli oriented
orthogonal to those of the other cells. It projects through the dorsal rim lamina, where it
has small arborizations, but it terminates in the dorsal rim medulla. A main feature of
insect polarization vision pathways is the phenomenon of polarization opponency. It
presupposes convergence of antagonistic E-vector information from the two orthogonal
receptor microvilli block on subsequent interneurons. Because all dorsal rim area
receptors have arborizations in the dorsal rim lamina, information exchange at this level
cannot be completely excluded. Nevertheless, it still might be suggested that the first
stage at which polarization opponency occurs in the dorsal rim medulla. In this case,
hitherto not indentified interneurons would connect receptor terminations in the dorsal
rim lamina with the dorsal rim medulla.
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Fig.14: Schematic overview of photoreceptor
spectral sensitivity, their length within the
corresponding ommatidium and their termination
sites in main eye and DRA of the desert locust.
Numbers indicate receptor identity (receptor cell
1-8) and layers in the medulla (l1-l10). Dashed
lines indicate that the exact length of the visual
fiber in the lamina is unknown. Scales in the
drawings do not necessarily represent actual
size.

The retinotopic arrangement of the dorsal rim area shows main similarities to E-vector
tuning in interneurons of the central complex. However, this topographic arrangement of
polarization information is not present in the whole polarization pathway. It remains an
open question whether topography in the central complex evolved secondarily.
Photoreceptors in the main eye show low polarization and smaller angular sensitivity,
and can be grouped into four spectral types. One receptor cell per ommatidium is either
UV or blue sensitive (R7), two are green sensitive (R1 and R4) and five receptor cells
contain blue and green light absorbing pigments (R2, R3, R5, R6 and R8). The two
visual pigments in the latter five receptors result in a broadened spectral sensitivity. It
might be suggested that because of the broader spectral range, the total number of
detected photons increases, thus increasing total sensitivity of these receptors. A tradeoff would be a loss of spectral accuracy. Regular colabeling implies electrical coupling
between these five receptors and their possible role as a functional unit. In contrast to
the other three chromatic receptor types, a parallel, achromatic and more sensitive visual
system might be suggested.
The microvillar site of the green sensitive photoreceptors is restricted to the proximal
region of the ommatidia, while microvilli of the UV/blue receptor were found exclusively in
the distal region of ommatidia.
Except for R7 all receptors terminate in the lamina, but at different depth. How deep
each individual receptor type reaches is not clear. R7 projects further and terminates in
layer 3 of the medulla. In this layer, interactions with polarization sensitive interneurons
can be assumed. Hence information of spectral gradients in the sky is processed with
polarization information, layer 3 of the medulla might be the connection stage between
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the polarization and color pathway. The main eye could also contribute to polarization
vision, since the visual field of the dorsal rim area is limited above the horizon of the
animal, but certain locust interneurons also respond to polarized light below the horizon.
The general physiology of the desert locust eye implies an adaption to nocturnal
conditions (blue sensitive dorsal rim are with high absolute sensitivity and large visual
fields, and a possible achromatic pathway in the main eye with proposed high absolute
sensitivity). This is the case in both locust phases, even though only the solitarious
phase is nocturnal. No differences were found between the two phases, except a shift in
overall spectral sensitivity in the main eye. The eye of solitarious locusts seems to be
more sensitive to longer wavelength than in gregarious locusts. Since the photoreceptor
set of both phases is identical, further, more dynamic mechanism of spectral adaptation
might be assumed.
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